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The sums of long-range interaction of the form 1/1rt -rml戸3泊ntwo争-寸dime引叩ns問
magr口let呂arecalculated. Due to two-sublattice structure of the antiferromagnet， there appear two 
types of sumsぅso(φ)and Se(φ). Small φexpansion of them are also presentedぅwhichwil be used 
for studying the stability of two-dimensional antiferromagnets with long-range interactions. 
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In low-dimensional magnets long-ranged dipo-
lar interactions play a dominant role in stabiliz-
ing long-range order both in ferromagmets1，2) and 
antiferromagnets.3) Dipole-like long-range interac-
tions of the form 1ごijSi . Sj/rfj' which may be 
considered as a generalization of direction inde-
pendent part of the dipolar interactionう haveat-
tracted much attention since Brun04) has shown 
by extending the Mermin-Wagner theorem5) that 
d-dimensional (d二 lぅ2)Heisenberg magnets with 
long-range interactions cannot sustain ferro句 andan-
tiferromagnetic order at五nitetemperature when 
p > 2d.6，7.8.9) Recently， the competition between 
short-ranged exchange and long-ranged dipole-like 
interactions has been studied in two-dimensional 
ferromagnet.lO) The competition between short-and 
long-range interactions in antiferromagnetic models 
would be important to explain the mechanism of 
high-Tc superconductivity， since such superconduc-
tors are well described by two-dimensional spin-l/2 
Heisenberg antiferromagnets and in many cases the 
dipolar interaction is comparable to the exchange 
interaction. 
In this brief report we consider an antiferromag-
netic array of spins arranged on a square lattice in 
the x-y plane. We assume a two-sublattice model 
with lattice constant α回 shownin Fig.l， where solid 
circles designate A-sublattice and open circles desig-












FIG.1. Square latice with two-sublattice structure. Solid 
circles designate the sites on A-sublattice and open circle日
those on B-sublattice. 
to the A-sulattice. The sums we are concerned with 
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the Fourier transforms of 
(l-m)=1 引 (3)
Irl -rml3 
where rl means the lattice siteう kthe wave vectorづ
φ=α九andlx，lyεB indicates that the sums are 
taken to the sites on B-sublattice from the originう
while lxうら ε A indicates that the sums are taken 
to the sites on A-sublattice from the origin. The 
prime indicates that the case rl = rl' or lx二 ly二 O
is excluded from the sums. 
Following Benson and :¥1 ils ， 11)we first obtain 
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where lx 二 emeans the sums for lx = 0ぅ土2ぅ土4---
and lxニ othe sums for lx =士1う土3ぅ・・・.Using the 
identity 
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Employing the identityう
γ ~_12νlφ こど王子ハ『竺i
tg-}2d nfT∞ ν 
(7) 
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Thenぅ theintegral representation of the modi五ed
Bessel function of the 1st orderう
fe t~7dtニ 2βKl(2vIaiJ)ぅ (9)
yields quickly convergent form of 50(φ)う
九叫岬(伸仲φ
x Kl(l川|川πη，+ ゆ内U引|け) 
+写生l1fn+仇IK1(1片山バ)J. (10) 
Next， we consider 5e(φ). For this purpose司 itis 
convenient to白rstconsider 
S列ゆ糊(ゆ附φ利)ド=主ε2:' τι互子e~'凶川e一ν u 
1 ~， l~ 十 lR2 ム I -" 
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where the prime indicates that the case lx =ら=0
is excluded from the sums. Using the identities‘ 
? ??????
?
? ， (12) 
and 
去い二日e半 (13) 
in a similar way as in the case 50(φ)うandthen us-
ing the integral representation of the modified Bessel 
function of the 2nd orderう
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Then，8e(φ) is given by 
8e(φ) = 8(φ) -80(φ) . (16) 
Whether the long-range interactions induce the 
long-range order or not depends on the behavior of 
80(φ) and 8e(φ) in smallゆregion.In order to cal同
culate this， itis co肝 e凶entto break 80(φ) given by 
Eq.(10) into two terms、801(φ)and 802(φ)ヲbysep仕
rating the sums with η，二 Oう
て--.. r coslrt 
801(φ)ニ a3._~ I ~~Ul" 'f'X IrtylK1 (l内1)
+ cos/rty IrtxIK1川]，
お2(φ) 二九ζ~[竿」内|
X K1 (lπn+内1) 
coslι +ニf|m ovikl(llm一向1)
+4b|πη+ rtxIK1 (lπ川 X1) 
(17) 
+ヰ色Inn 恥IK1(lπn一九1)]. (凶)
From 801 (φ)ぅtheterm with orderゆappears.In factぅ
by replacing rtxニゆcos() and内=ゆsin()う 801(φ)
may be written as 
ャ fcos(lゆcos() 
801(φ)二 P 乞 I~~~\ V'f'l れin()K1 (lれin() 
(lrt sin () 1 11 T7 (1 I /l¥ 1 l.---I rtcos ()K1 (lrt cos () I (19) 
By replacing l二 2l'-l(l'二 1，2γ・)and cha時 ing
to continuous variable 2l' -1二 x，which is plausible 
if we are concerned with small rt， we get1) 
お1 ( φ)= 占:3[いいが仇内2九S討山ln
x 100:叩ゆcos() ゅ-9K1(ゆ sin())dx 
+ rt2 cos2 ()
x 100∞吋ゆ仰州S討山in州
ゆ θ Kι削1(い砂附ゆC∞O伺M州s()的)d白刈叫xJ卜， 
(20) 
where r isa cut 0百chosento自tthe value of 801 (φ) 














Here we have used limn→o nK1(η)二 1.Erickson h出
shown that by integrating the expression similar to 
Eq.(10) in smallゆregionthe co凶 nuousapproxi-
mation in Ref.1 isvalid.12) 80(φ) given by Eq.(lO) 
is plotted in Fig.2 compared with its smallゆexpan-
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FIG.2. Comparison of so(φ) by Eq.(10) (solid line) with that 
by Eq.(23) (dashed line) in the small φregion for φzニ φu
The latice constant αis set to unity. 
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FIG.3. Cor叩 arisonof Se (φ) by Eq.(16) (solid line) with that 
by Eq.(26) (dash吋 line)in the smallφregion for φx φy. 
The lattice constant a isset to unity. 
In a similar way， we have 
S(φ)れ (0)一空学
αu 
with 8(0)二 9.03362，2，13)and thus 
Se(φ)九 (0)芸附
with Se(O) = 3.19387. Se(φ) given by Eq.(16) is 
plotted in Fig.3 compared with its smallゆexpansion
given by Eq.(26). The behavior of 8o(φ) and Se(φ) 
in smallゆregionwill be used when we study the 
stabi1ity of two-dimensiona1 square antiferromagnet 
with 10ng-range interactionsぅanda1so the study of 
the competition between short-ranged exchange and 
10ng-ranged dipo1e-like interactions. The resu1ts will 
be pub1ished in a forthcoming paper. 
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